DESIGN TEAM MEMBERS

Bestock, Donna; Browne, Kathryn; Cariadus, Amory; Corsiglia, Kevin; Cross, Michael; Davalos, Kim; DeMello, Lorraine; Escobar, Jacqueline; Escobar, Luis; Fitzpatrick, Connor; Fosberg, Jan D.; Gibson, Christopher; Grandy, Carla; Gutierrez, Mary; Hernandez, Raymond; Hotep, Lasana; Houpis, James; Hurless, Jessica; McCarthy, Soledad; Morello, Jr., Joseph; Navari, Jude; Nevada, Nathaniel; Popal, Mustafa; Raskin, Jesse; Reed, David; Rojo, Richard; Roumbanis, Christine; Schmierer, Tiffany; Thigpen, Marisa; Vizenor, Andrea; Windham, Adam; Wong, Karen E.;

MEETING AGENDA

1. 1:00-1:05 pm Update on student focus group  Mr. Chase Fischerhall, CLP
2. 1:05-1:25 pm Update on 2/10 working groups  Mr. Chase Fischerhall, CLP
3. 1:25-1:45 pm Feedback from work teams  Design team members

Tell us about a design principle, a degree that was difficult to sort, or briefly about the group's outcomes.

4. 1:45-2:30 pm Discussion of working team results  Dr. Escobar, Ms. Mary Gutierrez

Group 1
1. Where do AUTO, ESTM, NETX belong: STEM or Business/Professional Programs?
2. Where does Cosmetology belong: Business/Professional Programs or Wellness?

Group 2
3. Where do ECE and Paralegal belong in Social Science/Public Service or Business/Professional Programs?
4. Do Communication, Journalism, Anthropology, History Fashion Merchandising, Asian studies, and Business Multimedia Technology belong in the Humanities?

5. 2:30-2:40 pm BREAK
6. 2:40-2:55 pm Communication Plan presentation  
Mr. Rich Rojo and  
Mr. Connor Fitzpatrick

7. 2:55-3:30 pm GE Collective presentation  
Dr. Michael Cross  
Dr. Carla Grandy  
Ms. Karen Wong  
Mr. David Reed  
Ms. Marisa Thigpen  
Dr. Cheryl Ajirotutu  
Mr. Paul Rueckhaus

8. 3:30-4:00 pm Discussion of GE  
Design team members

ON THE DESIGN TEAM CALENDAR

Wed. March 8 Flex sessions  
12 Design team members needed

Fri. March 17 1-4 pm  
Design Team meeting  
GE continued, mapping degrees